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[1] Ice loss from glaciers results in highly nonuniform patterns of sea level change due to the
effects of self‐attraction and loading. To quantify these spatial effects, it is necessary to
obtain an ice load model that is both spatially realistic and regionally complete. We
demonstrate a technique to produce such a model for the Alaskan glaciers by combining
mass balance rates from a Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) mascon
solution with realistic glacier geometries. This load model can be used to solve the “sea level
equation” to determine gravitationally self‐consistent sea level and gravity rates. The model
predicts a significant drop in relative sea level in the near field of the glaciers, with coastal rates
of around −9 mm/yr (compared to a global average rise of 0.2 mm/yr) and significant
differences to those predicted by a coarser model. The magnitude and sensitivity of these
near‐field rates imply that the near‐field tide gauge records could contain significant
information about the spatial distribution of ice loss. Comparison of model gravity rates
with an independently produced, spherical harmonic, GRACE solution verifies that our
technique can successfully capture themass changes estimated in themascon solution within
our higher‐resolution model. Finally, we use our ice load model to examine the possibility
of detecting the effects of ice loss in estimates of ocean bottom pressure (OBP) from
GRACE. We use the model to simulate the effects of GRACE signal leakage and show
that the OBP signal from leakage has a similar pattern to, but larger amplitude than, the
sea level “fingerprint” expected from ice loss.
Citation: Hill, E. M., J. L. Davis, M. E. Tamisiea, R. M. Ponte, and N. T. Vinogradova (2011), Using a spatially realistic load
model to assess impacts of Alaskan glacier ice loss on sea level, J. Geophys. Res., 116, B10407, doi:10.1029/2011JB008339.
1. Introduction
[2] Recent studies have shown ice loss from Alaskan gla-
ciers to be a significant component (∼0.3mm/yr) of global sea
level rise [e.g., Arendt et al., 2002; Tamisiea et al., 2005;
Luthcke et al., 2008; Berthier et al., 2010]. It has also been
demonstrated that loss of ice from these glaciers will result in
highly nonuniform patterns of sea level change due to the
effects of gravitational self‐attraction and loading, with each
individual ice reservoir yielding a distinct spatial pattern of
so‐called “sea level fingerprints” [Nakiboglu and Lambeck,
1991; Tamisiea et al., 2003]. Producing an accurate model
for the glacier ice loss, and applying this model to predictions
for spatial variations in the resulting sea level change, is
therefore a vital piece of the climate change puzzle. It is also
important to assess the level to which we are able to measure
these sea level variations using the current geodetic observing
system. Assessing the very near‐field effects of glacier
melting on sea level may provide the best chance of mea-
suring the signal with the current system. Recent results have
also illustrated the potential of ocean bottom pressure (OBP)
measurements for studying the sea level signals at seasonal
and longer timescales [Tamisiea et al., 2010; Vinogradova
et al., 2010]. Thus, of particular interest is the question of
whether it is possible to observe near‐field effects in the
estimates of OBP from the Gravity Recovery and Climate
Experiment (GRACE) satellite mission.
[3] Achieving a suitable mass loss model for such sea level
studies has, in the past, proven difficult. For example, in situ
[e.g., Dyurgerov, 2002] and laser altimetry measurements
[e.g., Arendt et al., 2002, 2006, 2008] have high resolution in
terms of measuring the mass balance for certain individual
glaciers, but poor regional coverage (not all glaciers are
measured) and often limited temporal resolution (e.g., Arendt
et al. [2002] measure detailed profiles of recent ice thickness
change along the length of 28 glaciers, for a period cov-
ering 5–7 years). Estimates obtained by differencing digital
elevation models suffer from poor temporal resolution
[Larsen et al., 2007; Berthier et al., 2010]. GRACE gravity
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measurements, on the other hand, can obtain good temporal
resolution, continuous coverage, and a measurement of
regional mass balance that does not suffer from “missing”
glaciers [Tamisiea et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2006; Luthcke
et al., 2008]. However, systematic errors in the GRACE
data have led to a requirement for smoothing and filtering,
which reduces the spatial resolution [Swenson and Wahr,
2002, 2006] so direct estimation of individual glacier rates
has not been possible. For studying the spatial effects of
glacier ice loss on sea level, we require full regional coverage,
but would like to have a more realistic spatial geometry for
the ice mass changes. Here, therefore, we outline a technique
to combine GRACE estimates of mass change (from a mass
concentration, or “mascon,” solution by Luthcke et al. [2008])
with glacier geometries, to produce an ice load model for
the Gulf of Alaska that benefits from the continuous coverage
of GRACE, but also has a more realistic spatial distribution.
[4] The spatially realistic ice load model has a number of
useful applications. First, we use it to produce self‐consistent
estimates of sea level and gravity change due to ice mass
change. We compare near‐field estimates for relative sea
level (RSL) change from our spatially realistic load with a
model produced using the geometry of the mascon grid. We
also compare the output gravity model with rates obtained
using GRACE data processed independently and with a dif-
ferent representation (spherical harmonic expansion) from
that used for the load model. This latter comparison not only
allows us to validate our model load values, but also allows
for consistent comparison of the spatial distribution of mass
change from the two different GRACE solutions.
[5] Furthermore, we are able to assess the potential for
observation of the near‐field sea level effects in GRACE
spherical harmonic solutions for OBP. Since the mass
changes taking place on the continent are so much larger than
the ocean effects, these solutions are likely to suffer from
considerable “leakage” of the continental signal into the
ocean, as a result of the low spatial resolution. Techniques
have been developed to mask the continental signals, in order
that OBP signals can be assessed [Wahr et al., 1998]. These
techniques, however, are unlikely to remove all the leakage
effects [Chambers et al., 2007; Chambers, 2009; Quinn and
Ponte, 2010]. In this study we convert our spatially realistic
ice load model to spherical harmonic gravity coefficients, in
order to simulate the continental mass change as “seen” by
GRACE (which will measure both this and the sea level
effects). We are then able to test the masking algorithm on our
ice load model to determine the extent of the remaining
leakage signal over the ocean area close to the glaciers.
Comparison of this with masked GRACE results and a model
for the expected sea level fingerprint in OBP illustrate that
care must be taken when interpreting near‐coastal OBP rates
from GRACE.
[6] We note that although this model is “spatially realistic”
in the context of our specified goal of sea level studies, we
make a number of assumptions that do not render it so in the
context of glaciological studies. We refrain, therefore, from
making glaciological interpretations of our results. Some of
the results of this study, however, indicate that a more
detailed study, with a goal of examining the spatial details of
glacier mass loss through the resulting self‐attraction and
loading signals, may be warranted.
2. Input Data for the Ice Load Model
[7] Our goal is to assign the mass change rates (Table 1)
from the GRACE mascon solution of Luthcke et al. [2008] to
the correct geometry of the glaciers (Figure 1). In this section
we describe these data sets in more detail.
[8] Luthcke et al. [2008] provide rates of mass change
for the Alaska glaciated region obtained by processing the
GRACE Level‐1 data with a parameterization of local mass
variations as surface mass concentrations (“mascons”)
[Rowlands et al., 2002; Luthcke et al., 2006; Rowlands et al.,
2010]. An overview of the historical development of the
theory of mascons, and comparison with the spherical har-
monic approach to representing a gravity field, is discussed
by Werner and Scheeres [1997]. Unlike solutions produced
using spherical harmonic expansion of Level‐2 data coef-
ficients, local GRACE mascon solutions allow for spatial
and temporal constraints, enabling estimation of mass varia-
tions at a higher spatial and temporal sampling frequency.
Each mascon (Figure 1) covers a 2° × 2° grid square. Arendt
et al. [2008] performed a validation of these mascon rates
for the St. Elias mountains using aircraft laser altimetry
measurements, indicating good agreement between the two
techniques.
[9] The mascon rates for total mass loss compare favorably
with previous studies that utilize the alternative GRACE
processing approach of global spherical harmonic decom-
position [Tamisiea et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2006]. For the
period of April 2003 to March 2006, Luthcke et al. [2008]
estimate a rate of −102.1 ± 5.2 Gt/yr, while Tamisiea et al.
[2005] estimate a rate of −110 ± 30 Gt/yr and Chen et al.
[2006] estimate −101 ± 22 Gt/yr (although they analyze
slightly shorter time spans, which limits the significance of
this comparison because rates calculated using different time
periods can vary significantly). The solution by Luthcke et al.
[2008] also agrees well with estimates of mass balance
obtained from laser altimetry (total extrapolated mass loss of
−96 ± 35 Gt/yr) for the period from the mid‐1990s to 2000–
2001 [Arendt et al., 2002].
[10] For our model input we use the mascon rates by
Luthcke et al. [2008] for April 2003 to March 2007, which
have a total mass loss rate of −84.2 ± 5.0 Gt/yr. By inter-
preting these rates as reflecting the glacier mass balance we
assume that all non glacier sources of mass variation have
Table 1. Mascon Rates for the Period April 2003 to March 2007
From Luthcke et al. [2008] and Approximate Glacier Areas From






01 −3.6 ± 0.3 4173
02 −4.2 ± 0.3 2720
03 −5.2 ± 0.4 2426
04 −4.8 ± 0.4 3679
05 −6.4 ± 0.4 8118
06 −8.2 ± 0.5 15196
07 −9.6 ± 0.6 22126
08 −4.8 ± 0.5 1598
09 −5.6 ± 0.5 1923
10 −12.9 ± 0.8 7787
11 −11.6 ± 0.7 9053
12 −7.4 ± 0.9 7417
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been accounted for in the forward modeling done by Luthcke
et al. [2008], and therefore that all mass loss from a mascon
region should be attributed to glacier ice loss. The forward
modeling includes ocean tides, atmospheric gravity, a baro-
tropic ocean model, changes in terrestrial water storage,
and glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) (both ICE‐5G [Peltier,
2004] and a model for the Little Ice Age [Larsen et al.,
2005]). It does not include tectonic effects. It is therefore
possible that mascons 4–6 and 8–9 may be affected by
postseismic deformation following the Mw 9.2 1964 Alaska
earthquake [Zweck et al., 2002; Suito and Freymueller,
2009], while estimates for mascons 2 and 3 may have been
affected by the 2002 M 7.9 Denali Fault earthquake [Freed
et al., 2006; Johnson et al., 2009].
[11] We use polygons representing glacier geometry
(Figure 1) from the Digital Chart of the World (DCW), with
the primary source being the U.S. Defense Mapping Agency
Operational Navigation Chart series. We downloaded the
geometries as a compilation of DCW tiles for Alaska from
http://www.asgdc.state.ak.us. The accuracy of these geome-
tries is limited, since they were obtained by digitization of
historic maps, but at the time of writing they represent the
only complete inventory of glaciers for this region. We
assume these geometries to be constant in time, and assume
that all glaciers within an individual mascon square will have
the same rates of mass loss. For our purposes in creating a
load model for sea level studies, these inaccuracies and
assumptions should not be too significant, but it should be
clear that when we refer to these geometries and our load
model as “spatially realistic,” we do so in the context of
our sea level study, not for glaciological interpretation.
Our comparison of sea level results (section 4.2) using the
mascon and refined geometries gives some indication of the
sensitivity of our model to these inaccuracies.
3. Method
[12] To study the spatial effects on sea level of ice
mass loss, an ice load is applied to the “sea level equation”
(SLE) [Farrell and Clark, 1976; Mitrovica and Peltier,
1991]. Solution of the SLE results in gravitationally self‐
consistent RSL rates that account for deformation of the
solid Earth and perturbation of the geoid due to an applied
load (ocean plus ice). The assumption is that all mass lost
from the glaciers goes into the ocean and is redistributed
taking into account the effects of self‐gravitation and loading.
Since we consider only contemporary load changes, we
disregard the viscoelastic terms in the Green’s functions
and consider only the elastic response. Love numbers were
calculated using the Preliminary Reference Earth Model
[Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981] and the expansion per-
formed up to degree and order 512. We output the predicted
geoid changes as spherical harmonic coefficients. We also
output, for our analysis of leakage effects, the spherical har-
monic coefficients for the ice‐only (input) load model.
[13] To create this ice load we first create masks for both
mascon and glacier geometries. Masks are created on a
Gauss‐Neumann grid [Sneeuw, 1994] to aid spectral decom-
position. We then assign ice thickness rates, _hk, to the glacier




where _mk is the mascon rate, ri is the density of ice and Ak is
the area of the glaciers within the kth mascon (calculated
using the input glacier geometries). We also calculate ice
thickness uncertainties by applying the mascon uncertainties
from Luthcke et al. [2008] to this equation in place of _mk.
[14] We use a value of 900 kg/m3 for ice density. The true
density is likely to vary considerably within the region, but
we do not have the data or models to determine more
appropriate values (see discussion by Arendt et al. [2008]).
Since the goal of assigning the mass loss to glacier geometries
is to derive the following sea level calculations, the intro-
duction of density is not strictly necessary. However, con-
version of the values to ice thickness provides for intuitive
interpretation of the results.
4. Results and Discussion
[15] Here we present a brief description of the ice load
model produced using our technique. We next present
a comparison of our output model for RSL with a model
Figure 1. Glaciated regions (displayed in white) from the Digital Chart of the World, and mascon defini-
tions from Luthcke et al. [2008] (yellow boxes) for the Alaska region.
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produced using the mascon geometries, and a comparison
of our output gravity model with independently processed
GRACE results. Finally, we discuss use of these models to
assess the effects of signal leakage on near–coastal OBP rates
from GRACE.
4.1. Ice Load Model
[16] We present ice thickness rates to illustrate the effects of
normalizing the GRACE mass loss to glacier area. As pre-
viously stated, although these results are of significant utility
for sea level studies, they are not designed for glaciological
interpretation, due to the assumptions (e.g., use of uniform
ice density) listed in section 2. We therefore quote only
approximate numbers for thickness change.
[17] The mascon rates show the greatest mass losses for the
southeast mascons (numbers 7, 10, and 11 in Figure 1). Since
the ice thickness rates also take into account glacier area
(Table 1), however, these are not the regions with the highest
ice thickness rates (Figure 2). For example, the high level of
glacial coverage in mascon 7, which contains a large part of
the St. Elias range, leads to a relatively low (compared to
other mascons) ice thickness rate of <1 m/yr, despite the high
rates of mass loss. Conversely, some areas with lower rates
of mass loss have high rates of ice thickness change due to
their limited glacial coverage. For example, mascon 9, which
covers the majority of the Harding Icefield, has an estimated
ice thickness rate of ∼3 m/yr, which is necessary to reconcile
the mascon solution with the small glacier area.
4.2. Relative Sea Level Results
[18] To assess the value in converting the GRACE mass
loss rates to spatially realistic geometries we compute RSL
rates using both an ice load with the geometries of the mascon
grid squares (Figure 3a) and our ice load with realistic glacier
geometries (Figure 3b). The mascon and glacier geometries
are shown in Figure 1.
[19] As a result of the glacial unloading, the solid surface in
the near field of the glaciers will rebound. Simultaneously,
there will be a drop in the near‐field sea surface as water flows
away from the area, because of the reduced gravitational
attraction to the glacier mass. Therefore, although the eustatic
global sea level rise associated with our model is 0.2 mm/yr,
the Gulf of Alaska sees a significant drop in RSL, with
negative rates in the very near field of the glaciers of
≥9 mm/yr predicted by our spatially realistic model.
[20] The use of a spatially realistic load model will not have
a large impact on the modeled global pattern of sea level rise.
However, it does have regional consequences, as seen in
Figure 3. For example, at a point on the coast near the area of
highest mass loss (coordinates 137.8°W, 58.7°N) we estimate
a sea level drop of −6.8 mm/yr for the mascon geometries,
and −8.8 mm/yr using realistic geometries. This difference of
2.0 mm/yr is due to the fact that the sea level drop is more
concentrated close to the glaciers for the high‐resolution
study, while the signal for the mascon geometries has a
broader, lower‐amplitude peak. These rates are clearly large
enough to be of significant importance for studies using the
regional tide gauge network. For example, investigations of
regional tectonic uplift using tide gauge data have tended not
to include these effects [e.g., Larsen et al., 2003].
4.3. GRACE Comparison
[21] The spherical harmonic and mascon approaches to
processing GRACE data have independent strengths and
weaknesses [e.g.,Werner and Scheeres, 1997], and relatively
few self‐consistent comparison studies exist. An example of
such a comparison, for global fields, has been performed by
Rowlands et al. [2010]. Our technique for producing a load
model affords us a useful opportunity to compare the mascon
solution with a solution using Stoke’s coefficients, as well as
verify our model against an independent solution.
[22] For the independent analysis of the GRACE data we
use rates from a global spherical harmonic solution based on
the University of Texas at Austin Center for Space Research
(UTCSR) Release‐04, Level‐2, data set. The spherical
harmonic expansion was performed up to degree and order
Figure 2. Ice load model depicted as ice thickness rates, calculated using procedure described in text.
Yellow boxes indicate mascon definitions from Luthcke et al. [2008].
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60, and estimated rate coefficients were smoothed using a
Gaussian filter of 500 km width [Wahr et al., 1998]. We use
the same time span as used for the mascon solution. The rates
were corrected for ongoing GIA using a model based on the
ICE‐5G ice model and VM2 Earth model [Peltier, 2004]. The
prediction utilized the sea level theory collected by Kendall
et al. [2005], and the rotational theory of Mitrovica et al.
[2005]. The UTCSR Level‐2 coefficients have an ocean
and atmosphere model removed, so we added this model back
into the solution (using the global area coverage coefficients
from UTCSR) so that ocean effects are included. We did not
correct for changes in terrestrial water storage, as discussed
below. Correlated signals in the GRACE data that cause
north‐south stripes were removed as suggested by Swenson
and Wahr [2006].
[23] For comparison with the GRACE spherical harmonic
solution, we expanded the spherical harmonic gravity change
coefficients from our model output from the SLE (with
our realistic ice load applied) to degree and order 60, and
smoothed this field with a 500 km width Gaussian filter.
Spatial smoothing of the GRACE data will reduce signal
amplitude over the small area covered by the Alaskan glaciers
[Tamisiea et al., 2005]. We do not estimate and apply a
scaling factor to account for this, so while we can now con-
sistently compare the amplitudes and spatial distributions
of the GRACE and model rates, they do not represent the
“true” amplitudes of total mass loss. However, the “true”
amplitudes should be more closely reflected by the high‐
resolution ice model.
[24] Figure 4 shows rates from both the GRACE spherical
harmonic solution and the output model results (ocean plus
ice). The largest differences are outside the glaciated region
(Figure 5). Within the glaciated region the two solutions have
good agreement. Peak signals for the model and GRACE
Figure 4. Mass change rates from (a) the GRACE spherical
harmonic solution and (b) our model (ocean plus ice), both
smoothed with a 500 km Gaussian filter and truncated at
degree 60.
Figure 3. Relative sea level rates predicted by our model
using (a) ice load with mascon geometries (grid squares)
and (b) ice load with realistic glacier geometries. Spherical
harmonic expansion was to degree and order 512. The color
bar was selected to highlight the spatial variability. It saturates
to more negative numbers very close to the coast (darkest
blue) for the model with realistic geometries.
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results are −47 ± 2 mm/yr and −45 ± 1 mm/yr, respectively.
Possible explanations for the differences in two solutions are
discussed below. Model uncertainties were calculated using a
Monte Carlo technique, in which we computed the ice load
model using mascon rates with Gaussian noise added that had
a standard deviation corresponding to the mascon uncer-
tainties. We then solved the SLE. This was repeated with
3500 iterations and the 95% confidence interval assessed.
These error bars do not, therefore, include uncertainties due
to some of the simplifications discussed in section 4.1.
[25] Luthcke et al. [2008] show that their terrestrial water
storage (TWS) model (based on the Global Land Data
Assimilation System/Noah, but with TWS contribution in
glaciated areas set to zero) is inconsistent with the Alaska
mascon rates. They conclude that this is not a problem for the
mascon solution, since their tests indicate that any contribu-
tion to the glacier mascons from TWS in the surrounding area
is small relative to the glacier mass change. However, this
inconsistency could be a problem for our spherical harmonic
solution, in that truncation and smoothing will result in
leakage from this inconsistent TWS model into the glaciated
region. Since the actual TWS rates are likely to be very small
[Luthcke et al., 2008] we do not remove a TWS model from
the spherical harmonic solution. Hydrological effects from
inland Alaska may, therefore, leak into our GRACE spherical
harmonic solution in the glaciated region, causing small
inconsistencies with the mascon solution. We also did not
account for the viscous response to post–Little Ice Age GIA
following the collapse of the Glacier Bay Icefield [Larsen
et al., 2005] in the spherical harmonic solution, whereas
this was accounted for in the mascon solution. This omission
could also partly account for the difference we see in the
glaciated area. The magnitude of this signal is expected to be
∼7 Gt/yr, with a ±30% error [Luthcke et al., 2008] (compared
to a total mass loss of −84.2 ± 5.0 Gt/yr for the mascon
solution).
4.4. GRACE Masking and Signal Leakage
[26] The difference between the ice‐only gravity model
(based on our high‐resolution ice load) and the full output
gravity model (output from the SLE, so includes gravita-
tionally self‐consistent estimates of both ice and ocean
effects) will reflect the ocean part of the signal (i.e., the sea
level fingerprint in OBP as would be measured by GRACE).
This is shown in Figure 6. The minimum rate, in units of
equivalent water thickness, is −1.1 mm/yr (with no attempt
made to rescale the results after smoothing).This signal is,
clearly, considerably smaller than the signal from the icemass
change itself. The full model (Figure 4b) and ice‐only model
(not shown) are almost identical. Thus, removal of the ice‐
only load from the GRACE data produces a picture similar
to Figure 5. Clearly, noise in the GRACE data could over-
whelm this very small sea level fingerprint.
[27] The fact that the ice load is so large compared to the
ocean component also raises the question of whether leakage
effects in the GRACE results will overwhelm any trace of a
sea level fingerprint. Previous studies have recognized the
problem of continental leakage, where the land signals are so
great they significantly contaminate the ocean signals as a
result of the smoothing and truncation, and have suggested
that the problem can be reduced by a process of continental
masking [e.g.,Wahr et al., 1998]. Since we now have a high‐
resolution model for the gravity signal coming only from the
continents, we can test the effectiveness of this masking.
Figure 5. Difference between the GRACE spherical har-
monic solution (Figure 4a) and our model (Figure 4b).
Figure 6. Difference between the full (ice and ocean) and
ice‐only loads, which have been converted to spherical har-
monic gravity coefficients and reconstructed to a grid of rates
(in values of equivalent water thickness) with our GRACE
processing routine, which includes 500 kmGaussian smooth-
ing. This illustrates the magnitude of the sea level fingerprint
we would expect to observe in our GRACE spherical har-
monic solution. Note that the color scale is considerably
smaller than for Figure 5.
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[28] We follow the methodology outlined by D. P.
Chambers (Converting Release‐04 gravity coefficients into
maps of equivalent water thickness, unpublished report, 9 pp.,
2007, available at http://grace.jpl.nasa.gov/files/GRACE-
dpc200711_RL04.pdf, hereinafter referred to as Chambers,
unpublished report, 2007) to perform continental masking of
both the ice load and GRACE data. We first reconstruct a
gridded data set from the spherical harmonic coefficients,
without the use of smoothing parameters. We truncate both
solutions to degree and order 64. (GRACE UTCSR data is
only available to degree 60, but the Gauss‐Neumann grid we
use for decomposing back to spherical harmonics requires a
maximum degree that is a power of 2. Degrees 61–64 for the
GRACE data are therefore empty here.) We next mask the
oceans from both grids to get a “land only” solution. We
decompose the masked grid back to spherical harmonic
coefficients and run these through our regular GRACE pro-
cessing code, which includes Gaussian smoothing with a
500 km radius, to get values for equivalent water thickness
(land only). Finally, we subtract the land‐only solution from
the full solution, which is also processed with a 500 km
smoothing radius, to get values that should cover only the
oceans. Better masking results can be achieved by extending
the mask some distance away from the coastlines, to cor-
respond with the width of the filter (e.g., Chambers,
unpublished report, 2007). We do not do this since it is the
near‐coast signals that we are interested in investigating.
[29] Figure 7 shows the results with and without the
continental mask applied. Continental masking clearly reduces
the amplitude of the leaked signal over the oceans in both the
ice load and GRACE results (compare signal over the ocean in
Figures 7a and 7c (model), and Figures 7b and 7d (GRACE)).
However, signal over the ocean remains, with similar patterns
to our model fingerprint (Figure 6) but significantly larger
amplitudes (minimum signal of −26 mm/yr water equivalent
Figure 7. Unmasked mass change rates from (a) the ice–only load model and (b) GRACE and (c and d)
corresponding mass change rates after applying a continental mask (i.e., the effects of signal leakage from
the continents into the ocean). All fields were smoothed with a 500 kmGaussian filter. The effect of leakage
causes an erroneous sea level “fingerprint,” which is considerably larger than that estimated from our
models (Figure 6).
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for the ice load model and −30 mm/yr for GRACE, compared
to −1 mm/yr for the model fingerprint). Since the ice load
model represents only mass change occurring on the land,
we know that it should not contain a sea level fingerprint.
This therefore illustrates that great care must be taken in
interpreting signals in the GRACE OBP results, particularly
for areas close to the continents, that give the appearance of
a sea level fingerprint.
5. Conclusions
[30] We have presented a technique to combine GRACE
estimates of mass loss with glacier geometries. While not
accurate enough for glaciological studies, the resulting load
model represents a significant step toward understanding
the effects of ice loss on sea level.
[31] Application of our load model to the SLE allows us to
calculate self–consistent sea level and gravity rates for the
local area. The use of a spatially realistic loadmodel produces
significantly different estimates for sea level change to those
produced using a load model based on the mascon grid, with
differences at the level of ≥2 mm/yr. We estimate rates of sea
level drop of up to ∼9 mm/yr. Rates of this magnitude, and
the demonstrated variation in rates between results from the
different load models, should be significant for studies ana-
lyzing the regional tide gauge data for sea level or tectonic
rates. In particular, the sensitivity of the near‐field rates
suggests that near–field tide gauge records can contain sig-
nificant information about the spatial distribution of ice mass
loss, at this and other glaciated regions. Attempts to detect
these signals using near‐field tide gauges (and also GPS or,
potentially, seafloor geodesy) will require more accurate
representation of the glacier geometries and mass changes
than we use in this paper, and consideration of a number
of additional processes such as tectonic deformation, but
this first‐order evaluation of the potential magnitude of the
signals suggests it would be an effort worth making.
[32] We also calculate self‐consistent gravity rates using
our load model and the SLE. We compare these to an inde-
pendent GRACE solution that uses spherical harmonic
expansion. This provides a consistent way to compare gravity
changes estimated by the two different (spherical harmonic
and mascon) GRACE solutions, and our results indicate that
the two solutions agree reasonably well for the glaciated
region, with various explanations for differences between the
solution. Good agreement between the model and GRACE
spherical harmonic solution also verifies that our technique
is successfully able to capture the mass changes estimated
in the GRACE mascon solution within our higher‐resolution
model.
[33] Compared to the magnitude of the ice load, the cor-
responding sea level fingerprint in OBP is very small. We
show that it would be difficult to discern such a signal in a
GRACE OBP solution processed using a regular spherical
harmonic expansion with Gaussian smoothing. We also
show that care must be taken in interpreting signals in the
GRACE OBP solution for areas close to the continents.
Indeed, we use the ice load model to simulate the effects of
signal leakage in the GRACE solution, and show that these
effects have a very similar pattern to the sea level fingerprint
that we might expect from ice loss.
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